
that asymmetries for n-p and p-p scattering are measured with an identical target polar- 
ization. Since as above we know the p-p scattering analyzing power acc~ra~tely from E273, 
the target polarization is determined and the n-p analyzing power is normalized. This 
analyzing power can then be compared to the high precision data from the CSB running 
to determine the neutron beam and target polarizations and hence fix the normalization 
of the n-p spin correlation data. 

This last experiment, E327, was completed this past April. Analysis of the series of 
experiments will be going on through the rest of the yeax. We feel the experiments have 
been successful, but it will be necessary to get all the experiments completely analyzed 
and check internal consistency among the measurements before we will be sure we have 
attained our original goal of 2% absolute accuracy. 

1. C. Bloch et al., IUCF Scientific and Technical Report, May 1989-April 1990. 
2. J. Sowinski et al., Phys. Lett. B199, 341 (1987). 
3. S.W. Wissink et al., IUCF Scientific and Technical Report, May 1989-April 1990. 
4. J. Sowinski et al., IUCF Scientific and Technical Report, 1986. 
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The first major 'post-CSB' experiment to be mounted in the polarized neutron facility 
(PNF) should be ready to begin production running this summer. The primatry motivn- 
tion for this radiative capture experiment is to provide a quantitative test for theoretical 
treatments that incorporate meson-exchange currents and baryon resonance excitation at 
an energy where these effects are expected to be significant, while consideration of only 
a small number of relatively light mesons and baryons should be a good approximation. 
Calculations by Jaus and Woolcock1j2 and by Arenhove13 for d(y,ii')F at Ey = 100 MeV 
(nearly equivalent in c.m. energy to Tn = 183 MeV for p(n,d)y) show that the spin cor- 
relation coefficient C N N  should be considerably more sensitive to the inclusion of meson 
exchange and isobar current effects than are the (previously measured) differential cross 
section and neutron analyzing power. We plan to measure C N N ,  for the first time for 



this reaction, to an average uncertainty of f 0.05 at each of nine angles. This uncertainty 
is small enough to distinguish anlong the predictions corresponding to different levels of 
inclusion of mesons and isobars (see Figure I ) .  Our experiment will also yield the p'(n', d)y 
neutron and proton analyzing powers with statistical uncertainties of about f 0.025 each, 
a much higher precision than that attained in previous measurements .4 

Figure 1. Simulated data points with ap- 
O 4  4 

L 

propriate error bars for the upcoming spin 0.3 - 
correlation measurement. The curves are 
from Ref. 3, where the dotted line uses 
only a Reid soft core N-N interaction, 
the dashed line includes meson exchange 
terms, the dot-dashed line adds in isobar . . . . . . . .  

currents treated in impulse approxima- 
tion, and the solid line has isobars treated -0.1 - 
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in coupled channels. 

The polarized neutron beam and polarized proton target (PPT) will be the same 
as were used in the charge symmetry breaking (CSB) experiment. Deuterons from the 
p'(ii,d)y reaction will be analyzed in a charged-particle detector array centered on the 
beam axis, while the photons will be detected, at laboratory angles from 38" to 165", in an 
array of Pb-glass Cerenkov counters acquired by IUCF from the University of Base1 (see 
Figure 2 for a schematic drawing of the layout). The polarizations of the beam and target 
will be monitored via detection of elastic n-p scattering, while the polarization of the beam 
will be measured independently using a neutron polarimeter mounted downstream of the 
experiment. Background runs using a 'dummy' target, mimicking the non-hydrogenic 
content of the polarized target, will be used to correct the data for (n,dy) events initiated 
on bound protons. 

Our original proposal was presented to PAC XXVII in December 1988, and we were 
granted 15 shifts to test our count rate and background assumptions. This test was per- 
formed in September 1989 with an unpolarized target and was very successful. Mea- 
surements were performed at two photon angles (50" and 106O), and at these angles the 
background from all sources which could not be removed by software cuts (and therefore 
must be subtracted via the dummy target daia) was about 10% of the signal level. The 
count rates in the downstream detectors (scintillators and wire chambers), which are ex- 
posed to the neutron beam, were tolerable, such that we will be able to make use of a 
somewhat higher intensity polarized beam, which is now available due to the new buncher 
in terminal A. The maximum amount of beam available to the PNF in the past was gen- 
erally about 70-80 nA, but we found that we could tolerate up to 100-110 nA with an 
accept able accidental rate. 
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Figure 2. Scale rendering of the experimental setup for E328. For all but the most 
backward angles, photons will be detected in stacks of the Pb-glass detectors mentioned in 
the text. At the back angles, we will use large (15 x 15 x 30 cm3) blocks of Pb-glass also 
available here in the lab. The left-right asymmetric photon detector setup is dictated by 
concerns about y attenuation in passage through the support posts of the superconducti~ig 
magnet assembly built into the polarized proton target (PPT). Deuterons will be detected 
in the series of in-beam counters (AE and E scintillators, and four planes of wires (XI, 
Y1, X2, Y2)) shown. The laxge flux of protons from elastic n-p scattering will be vetoed 
by the scintillator paddle downstream of the E. The So counter vetoes charged particles 
that may exist in the neutron beam. The neutron and proton detectors shown will act as 
a polarimeter, for both target and beam, by looking at elastic events. 

The Pb-glass detectors were tested during July 1989 using the tagged photon beam 
at the University of Illinois. These tests are described elsewhere in this report. We found 
that for a 4 by 5 stack of detectors (i.e., 16.8 cm horizontal by 32.0 cm vertical), such as 
will be used for each angle of our experiment, the overall detection efficiency is about 88%. 

With these facts in hand, a proposal for production time was presented to PAC XXIX 
in December 1989, and 80 shifts were granted. We hope to use half of these shifts in August 
of this year, and then complete the experiment in the following winter. The construction of 
scintillator counters, support structures, and other technical jobs are presently underway. 

1. W. Jaus and W.S. Woolcock, Nucl. Phys. A473, 685 (1987). 
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FISHING FOR A SHARP, LOW MASS DIBARYON IN 2H(p,n)X 
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Although numerous dibaryon searches have been performed over the past decade, few 
have been sensitive to particles with mass below the NNlr threshold. A dibaryon in this 
mass region with quantum numbers forbidden for a system of two nucleons (e.g., J" = 
I+, T=l)  would have no allowed strong decay channels, and hence could be extremely 
sharp (width 51 keV). Such a dibaryon, if found, could be viewed either as an exotic 

6-quark system (none of which have been predicted to occur at such low mass) or as a 
bound NNlr system. Experiment E262 was aimed at searching for the production of such 
narrow, low-mass (Mx 5 2 GeV/c2) particles (X++) via charge exchange on the 1+, T=O 
deuteron, i.e., in the reaction 2H(p,n)X++ at Tp = 200 MeV. By combining the excellent 
time-of-flight resolution characteristic of the IUCF Beam Swinger facility with use of the 
low-energy stripper loop to produce a beam burst period of several ps, we were able to 
scan essentially the entire continuum region in 2H(p,n) (neutron energies from < 20 to - 
200 MeV) for narrow n peaks, with a missing mass resolution AMx - 0.2 MeV/c2. This 
reaction had never previously been studied with such good resolution. 

When this experiment was first attempted at IUCF in 1985, we found that the major 
experimental difficulty arose from a small DC component of the beam emerging from the 
stripper loop even during the time periods when the pulsed high voltage supply connected 
to the kicker (extraction) plates in this device was off. This resulted in an accelerated beam 
extracted from the cyclotron in which the numerous rf buckets intermediate between those 
corresponding to the stripper loop period each carried typically - 0.1% of the total beam 
intensity. In a singles experiment there is no way to distinguish, on an event-by-event basis, 
fast neutrons produced by protons arriving in such an intermediate rf bucket from slower 
neutrons of interest produced in the preceding main stripper loop burst. The observed 
neutron spectrum thus had a small clone of the high-energy 2H(p,n)2p charge-exchange 
peak occurring every 30 ns (the cyclotron rf period) throughout the spectrum. 

In order to place useful production cross section limits for dibaryons throughout the 
interesting mass region, we had to improve the suppression of intermediate beam bursts 
from l o 3  to > lo5. This improvement was finally achieved in Fall, 1989 when IUCF pur- 
chased a second pulsed high voltage supply. This supply, attached to chopper plates in 
Beam Line 1 downstream of the stripper loop, was triggered from the same pulser as the 


